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ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY

Located in one of the biggest industrial metropolises of Uttar Pradesh,

Chhatrapati Shahu Ji Maharaj University stands as a hallmark of higher

education. It is an educational community where students of various religions

and cultural backgrounds study and work together in a congenial atmosphere.

The university is geared to provide maximum scholastic benefit to each

individual student.
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The Council of Student Hobby Clubs in the University

PREAMBLE:

With an objective of helping students to pursue their hobbies and interests and to

bring people together, the student clubs are created at the university.

As a club member one knows about oneself, one’s interests and goals. Students can

reveal their strengths like multitasking, organization skills, team building skills and

leadership skills. They can add skills to their repertoire. The clubs also help in

pursuing an old hobby. Networking opportunities being a major benefit, club

members develop bonds among themselves which help in growing their careers.

Association of students with clubs help in showcasing one's domain interest,

balance between work and hobbies. Activities organized/participated as a club

member looks good on the resume. Intellectual innovation, social engagement, and

universal sustainability demand the students to groom their diverse values,

communication skills and hidden talents. These diverse values would complement

the academic and co-curricular streams of the university. Hence, club activities play

a pivotal role in transforming students’ passion and hobbies into socially desirable

skills for the present global demands. With more self-efficacy, students would get an

opportunity to enhance their performance and skills in diverse social scenarios.
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Article-I

Name, Purpose & Membership

Name: The official name is Student Hobby Club.

Purpose: Encouraging students to move over to activities for which they have a

passion.

SECTION 1

The Secretaries would be selected by the student members of a particular club. The

selected coordinators will look after the activities as per schedule. (Duration of the

membership may vary according the requirement)

SECTION 2

Membership is open to all the campus students irrespective of their, gender, caste,

creed, colour, race, religion, nationality, disability, age, veteran status, marital status,

public assistance status, or sexual orientation.

SECTION 3

Any member may be impeached for misconduct (to be defined by the group). For

example: Failure to perform duties, attendance, and misuse of funds, etc. The

member shall be given a seven day notice and an opportunity to defend him/herself.

This impeachment vote shall be as per the discretion of the club Advisory

Committee.
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Article II

The Club Advisory Committee

SECTION I

It is mandatory for the members of the Advisory Committee, (only faculty) to attend

meetings.

NAME/POSITION DESIGNATION

Vice Chancellor Chairman

Pro-Vice Chancellor Co-Chairman

Faculty Member, CSJM University Coordinator

Faculty Member, CSJM University Deputy Coordinator

Registrar Member

DSW Member

A.O. Member

F.O. Member

Chief Proctor Member

Chief Security Officer Member

P.M.U. In-Charge Member

[NOTE: Two faculty members from each department to be a member of the

Advisory Committee]
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SECTION 2

Student Council Members (elected) for Hobby Club

● Secretaries of each club.

● Additional Secretaries of each club. (1 Male, 1 Female)

● Joint-Secretaries of each club. (1 Male, 1 Female)

● Executive Members.

Meetings shall be conducted once in a month to initiate discussion on the

progression of the club activities as well as other suggestions.

SECTION 3

Any kind of amendments can be carried down with ¾ majority (Quorum) of the

members of the Advisory Committee as well as Student Council.
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Article III

Schedule and duties of the Coordinators

SECTION I

Event calendar must be constructed, and it is mandatory to follow it. The calendar

for each semester consists of:

1. Awareness programs

2. Workshops

3. Events

SECTION 2

The club chair must maintain a logbook for meetings. The chair should attend the

meetings without fail. If anyone fails to attend the two consecutive meetings, they

should be answerable to the Advisory Committee.

SECTION 3

The club chair should maintain proper documentation of events and finance. Club

chairs are responsible for the funds and resources issued by the

management/authorities.
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CLUBS
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         ABOUT THE       
 CLUB

  A cooking club is a group of people who gather together on a

regular or semi-regular basis to take on a large cooking

project or explore an unfamiliar cuisine. As mentioned, the

benefits are usually to share labor and ingredients.             

 Food is central to culture, identity, health, and life.Learning

how to cook healthy and enjoyable meals is an important and

valuable skill. 

Food brings people together and this club would do so in a

way that integrates learning as well. The goals of this club are

not only to cook these meals as a community but also to teach

culinary skills, bring awareness, and dedicate our time to food

justice and sustainability; advocating for the right to healthy,

nutritious, fresh food.



OBJECTIVES
.The cooking club focuses on creating

awareness about cooking healthy foods

among the students.   

.The students from various states learn the

art  of  cooking s imple food items of  different

states.

 .Our mission is  to bring together students

who share a common love for  food and those

who have a passion towards cooking.

The club also aims to nurture the healthy

cooking habits  which help Thomasines to

lead a strong and healthy l i fe .



INDIAN CUISINE
The Indian cuisine boasts of an immense variety not restricted to only curry. An authentic Indian

curry is an intricate combination of a stir-fried Masala – a mixture of onion, garlic, ginger, and

tomatoes; various spices and seasonings with which meat; poultry, vegetables or fish is prepared

to produce a stew-type dish. [Note: the word Masala also means spice.]

 Food in India is wide ranging in variety, taste and flavor. Being so diverse geographically, each

region has its own cuisine and style of preparation. Indian cuisine, renowned for its exotic gravies

seems complicated for any newcomer. The Mughlai cuisine of North differs sharply from the

preparations of the south. The Wazwan style of Kashmir is luxurious but the same can be said

about Bengal’s Macher Jhol, Rajasthan’s Dal Bati, Uttar Pradesh’s Kebabs and Punjab’s Sarson Ka

Saag and Makki di Roti. In India, recipes are handed down from generation to generation.

unique and strong flavours in Indian cuisine are derived from spices, seasonings and nutritious

ingredients such as leafy vegetables, grains, fruits, and legumes. Most of the spices used in Indian

cooking were originally chosen thousands of years ago for their medicinal qualities and not for

flavor. Many of them such as turmeric, cloves and cardamoms are very antiseptic, others like

ginger, are carminative and good for the digestion. All curries are made using a wide variety of

spices.

 Indian cuisine, food is categorized into six tastes – sweet, sour, salty, spicy, bitter and astringent.

A well-balanced Indian meal contains all six tastes, not always can this be accomplished. This

principle explains the use of numerous spice combinations and depth of flavor in Indian recipes.

Side dishes and condiments like chutneys, curries, daals and Indian pickles contribute to and add

to the overall flavor and texture of a meal and provide balance needed



 ACTIVITIES FOR
COOKING CLUB

ACTIVITIESS. NO. 

              Inauguration of cooking club

      Introduction of all and club orientation

                      world food day

               Healthy food awareness

                   Cooking competition

                           Baking cake

                     Bakery competition 

                          Indian cuisine 

            Indian cultural dishes competition

                           Winter drinks

                   Without fire competition

                Summer drinks competition
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DATE

26/09/22

01/10/22

08/10/22

15/10/22

22/10/22

29/10/22

05/11/22

12/11/22

19/11/22

26/11/22

03/12/22

10/12/22
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The Literary activities at CSJMU are 
coordinated by the Literary Council 
.LITERARY CLUB aims to develop 
analytical and creative thinking 
skills. It is more than just a club for 
reading and writing ; it is a club made 
for people who love literature, and 
want to share their experiences, 
readings and thoughts with others 
who have the same interest and 
talent by expressing them in the 
form of Poems, Speeches,  Debate, 
Skits /Drama, etc.  

 
 



 Speeches :
The main purposes of the 
speeches  here from the Literary 
club will be to inform, to 
persuade, and to entertain. , 
allowing us to form connections, 
influence decisions, and 
motivate change for good.



Dramas/ 
Skits:

The main purpose of the 
DRAMAS/SKITS from 
CSJMU will be solely to 
entertain you . The 
performace done by the  club 
members will make you  feel 
sad,  happy, emotional, 
angry,fear.



Debates:
Debates conducted by the 
CLUB will be a means of 
understanding the different 
perspectives that others can 
have about the same topic and 
how those perspectives are 
made. This shall helps to 
develop the capacity to view 
the same thing from varied 
perspectives and sometimes, a 
better perspective



Poetry :
Poetries/poems will  be told by 
the CLUB members which will 
ask you to pay attention to 
language not just sentence by 
sentence or even word by word, 
but syllable by syllable, sound by
sound. 
                    Through these poems 
students shall tell a story, send a 
message , share feelings or just  
be humorous .



Book reading:
Reading sessions conducted by the 
LITERARY Club may also lead to a 
better, more balanced life.  When
students read They train their 
brains, in essence. They will be 
mentally stimulated, acquire 
knowledge and ideas, reduce stress 
in their lives, improve their 
vocabularies and memory, and 
develop keener analytical skills 



A mock interview by the CLUB 
will help you learn how to answer 
difficult questions, develop 
interview strategies, improve 
your communication skills, and 
reduce your stress before an 
actual job interview. During a 
mock interview, the interviewer 
may use a semi-structured 
interview format rather than 
asking a formal list of questions.

Mock Interview :



S. No. Date Activity                               
1. 26/09/2022 Skit performance
2. 01/10/2022 Introduction of all
3. 08/10/2022 Story telling& receding
4. 15/10/2022 Debate
5. 22/10/2022 Group discussion
6. 29/10/2022 Learning class for Interview
skills by Experts
7. 05/11/2022 Mock interview
8. 12/11/2022 Book reading
9. 19/11/2022 Random Speak on topics
10. 26/11/2022 Quiz competition orally
11. 03/12/2022 Comady/drama performance
12. 10/12/2022 Debate
13. 17/12/2022 Group discussion
14. 24/12/2022 Hindi sahitya discussion
15. 31/12/2022 Poetry writing/receding
16. 07/01/2023 Impromptu speech
17. 14/01/2023 The art of mime
18. 21/01/2023 Mock Interview (Prof.)
19. 28/01/2023 Debate Competition
20. 04/02/2023 Poetry Competition
21. 11/02/2023 Essay Writing competition
22. 18/02/2023 Motivational talk
23. 25/02/2023 PD classes by Experts
24. 04/03/2023 Teacher Guidance for career
25. 11/03/2023 Share our Experience in club 

Activities of literary club for 
6 month

*Note: Every Saturday Practice Session Will Be  Conducted.









एक राष्ट्र द्वारा 
एकजुट संस्कृति



About

The cultural activities at CSJMU are 

coordinated by the Cultural Council 

and play a crucial role in fostering 

creativity and confidence among 

students. These events are directed 

towards developing balanced and 

well-rounded individuals. The 

student body will come up with a 

plethora of events and competitions 

covering a vast spectrum of activities 

including dance, music, art expo and 

much more.



The purpose of the Dance Club is to 

learn dance styles from different 

cultural backgrounds such 

Bharatnatyam, Kathak, Salsa, 

Modern and Hip Hop. This club not 

only focuses on dances but will also 

helping students to become involved 

with CSJMU EVENTS in order to 

increase student engagement and 

university spirit. No dance 

experience is needed, only your 

commitment to learn to dance!
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MUSIC

The music club at CSJMU gives the 

community an opportunity to be a part 

of different bands within the institute 

and to perform at different cultural 

events. The club appreciates and 

promotes various genres of music. It 

also offers different lessons in music, 

like Hindustani Classical vocals and 

Guitar. This club will also organizing 

different musical concerts, 

competitions and workshops on 

campus.



ARTS
The club aim is to promote all forms of 

art in university and to provide students 

with equal opportunity to enhance as 

well as showcase their talent in art by 

the means of the workshop and annual 

exhibitions.

The club provides all the inventory to 

the students for continuous practice. 

The club will organize events like live 

painting, outdoor origami workshop, 

spray painting, pencil sketching, 

charcoal sketching. Club also includes 

digital art which contributes to most of 

the university events in designing event 

posters, backdrops, etc.



EVENTS LIST

1. Orientation 1st Oct, 2022

2. Singing/Dance/Art Comp. 22nd Oct, 2022

3. Poster Making Comp. 14th Nov, 2022

4. Crafting Comp. 24th Dec, 2022

5. Kite/Decoration Comp. 14th Jan, 2023

6. Patriotic Comp. 

(Dance/Sing)

21st Jan, 2023

7. Clay Moulding/Stand up 

Comedy

11th Feb, 2023

8. Club Exhibition 4th March, 2023

*Note: Every Saturday Practice Session Will Be 

Conducted.





The Garden Club of 
CSJM University is a 
group of garden 
enthusiasts, from novice 
to Expert, that Promotes 
interest in gardening, and 
conservation issue. 

For More 

information –

Coordinator Name-
•Dr. Mamta Tiwari

Secretary of Club-
• Shivangi Yadav (MCA)

Joint Secretary of 
Club-: 
•Isha Tripathi (MCA)

•Aman Ahmed (MCA)



The Purpose of The Garden club is to:

➢Stimulate and develop the spirit of GARDENING.

➢Encourage interest in decorative flower arrangement.

➢Aid in protection of Plant and Bird Life. 

➢Encourage people to save environment



Activities of the Gardening Club of

CSJM University

1.Growing 

Sensory plants

Come lets color the 

nation with the 

Nature’s color 1

2.Watering 

Plants
The happiness 
lies watering a 
plant.

3.Miniature 

flowerpot Garden
Time spent amongst 

tree is never wasted

4. Camping

There is no wifi in 

the mountains but 

you’ll find no better 

connection.

5.Jagrukta 

Abhiyan

Greatest threat is the 

Belief that someone 

will do. Should be 

stopped. Save Earth

6.Nukkad Natak
It is the Signature

project of the club. 

Lets motivate 

people through it.

7.Day planting

Come lets color the 

nation with the 

Nature’s color 

9.Make plastic

bottle plant house

When we plant a 

garden we believe in

tomorrow beauty.

8.Build Bird 

Feeder

He one who feed a 

hungry Bird feeds 

the soul.

10.Make 

butterfly

puddles

When the spirit of 

nature touches us, 

our heart turns into 

a BUTTERFLY

11.Build a

sunflower fort

Nature is purest

portal to inner

space…

LETS GROW 
WITH THE 
BEAUTY…..

And soo on……………..



SNAPSHOT
Ready. Set. Click.



PREFACE

The purpose of  this club is to learn 

different genre of  photo and 

videography like portrait, fashion, 

travel, food, photojournalism, 

documentary, short film and many 

more also we tried to helping 

student to be involved with CSJMU 

events  and there is no need of  so-

called camera like DSLR it is just a 

tool you just need eyes to catch 

that one perfect moment and click 

….



ACTIVITIES

•ORIENTATION

•PHOTO WALK

•PHOTO WITH 

STORY

•SHORT FILM

•DOCUMENTARY

•EXHIBITION

NOTE- ACTIVITIES WILL BE PERFORMED EVERY          
SATURDAY


